1. Zoning Commission Meeting
Documents:
ZC AGENDA 5 7 2020.PDF
ZONING COMMISSION 5 2020.PDF
SUMMIT COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION TEXT AMENDMENT REVIEW.PDF
TREE PRESERVATION TEXT AMENDMENT OVERVIEW.PDF
ARTICLE 16 TREE PRESERVATION TEXT AMENDMENT PROPOSAL FOR
PUBLIC HEARING.PDF

Copley Township Zoning Commission Meeting
Thu, May 7, 2020 6:00 PM (EDT)
Please join my meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone.
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/120409509
You can also dial in using your phone.
United States: +1 (571) 317-3112

Board of Trustees
Scott D. Dressler
Bruce D. Koellner
James M. Schulte
Administrator
Janice L. Marshall
Fiscal Officer
Linda J. Peiffer

Access Code: 120-409-509
New to GoToMeeting? Get the app now and be ready when your first meeting starts:
https://global.gotomeeting.com/install/120409509

Fire Department
Chris Bower, Chief
330.666.6464

I.

OPEN

Police Department
Michael Mier, Chief
330.666.6464

II.

INTRODUCTION OF MEMBERS

Service Department
Mark Mitchell, Director
330.666.0365

III.

REVIEW MINUTES: March 5, 2020

IV.

BUSINESS FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

V.

CONTINUED BUSINESS

Community &
Economic Development
330.666.0108
Director
Shawna Gfroerer, MPA
Zoning Inspector
Jeff Newman
Code Enforcement
Officer

a)

APPLICANT:
PROPOSED:

Copley Township
Text Amendment: Article 16-Tree Preservation

VI.

BUSINESS FROM THE FLOOR

VII.

NEXT ZONING COMMISSION MEETING: June 4, 2020

VIII.

ADJOURNMENT

PROJECTS ON THE MOVE
LARGE SCALE COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY

PROJECTS ON THE MOVE
LARGE COMMERCIAL
OMNI SENIOR LIVING
New Location & Expansion
4041 Heritage Center Drive
Under Construction
ARBY’S RESTAURANT
New Location
4100 Medina Road
Under Review
ROTHROCK COMMONS
MIXED USE COMPACT DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
New Location
506 Rothrock Road
Under Review
ROTHROCK ROAD MULTI TENNANT OFFICE BUILDING
New Location
Under Review
REDWOOD NEIGHBORHOOD APARTMENTS
Ridgewood Road
Under Construction
STUDIO B
1262 S Cleveland Massillon Road
Under Review

Community & Economic Development

PROJECTS ON THE MOVE
SMALL SCALE COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY

PROJECT STATUS
MID SCALE COMMERCIAL
TIMBERLAND RIDGE
New Location
3558 Ridgewood Road
40-60 Employees
OVERLOOK HOUSE
New Location
3460 Ridgewood Road
3 Employees
BRIGHTEN BEER GROUP
New Location
1372 S Cleveland Massillon Road
3 Employees

Community & Economic Development

PROJECTS ON THE MOVE
SMALL SCALE COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY

PROJECT STATUS
SMALL SCALE COMMERCIAL
CAPITAL BUSINESS
RESOURCES
New Location
809 White Pond Dr.
10 Employees
KINTARO RESTAURANT
Former Yellow Tail
New Location
4054 Medina Road

BKT USA INC
New Location
202 Montrose W. Ave.
8 Employees
NORTH POINT
Office Conversions
155 Montrose West Ave.
Employees TBD

SALON ON THE CIRCLE
New Location
1450 S Cleveland Massillon Rd
2-10 Employees

Community & Economic Development

PROJECTS ON THE MOVE
BOARD & DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES

ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD
• Arbor Day 2020
• Tree Preservation Survey

ZONING COMMISSION
•

Tree Preservation Text Amendment

COMMUNITY & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
•
•
•
•

2020 Revitalization Sites
Community Resource Tool Box-Summit County Health Dept.
Social Media Content Plan
Property Maintenance & Revitalization Inspection Program

Community & Economic Development

PROJECTS ON THE
MOVE
ARBOR DAY PLANTINGS
2020

On Monday, April 27, 2020, Staff from the
Department of Community & Economic
Development, Copley Township Service
Department, Joe Gregory-ARB and Carl
Harp-Carl Harp’s Nursery, met at the
Copley Community Park to plant three
trees in honor of Arbor Day 2020.
Plantings included a Tulip Tree, an Oak
Tree and a Linden Tree.
The trees were placed near the north
playground in effort to provide much
needed shade for those using the
playground.

The plantings are part of an Arbor Day
Tree Planting Initiative supported by
Copley Township and the Architectural
Review Board.

Community & Economic Development

COVID-19 RESOURCES
https://www.copley.oh.us/397/STAY-LOCAL-SUPPORT-LOCAL
LOCAL RESTAURANT GUIDE-CARRY OUT/DELIVERIES

NEW!-SUMMIT COUNTY COVID-19 SMALL BUSINESS EMERGENCY RELIEF GRANT PROGRAM
GREATER AKRON BUSINESS RESOURCE SITE
COUNTY OF SUMMIT EXECUTIVE’S OFFICE
OHIO DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
U.S. SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

MAIN STREET AMERICA RESOURCES

Community & Economic Development

Community & Economic Development

REQUEST SUMMARY
PROPOSAL FOR TEXT AMENDMENT
ARTICLE 16
TEXT AMENDMENT STATUS

Copley Township Zoning Commission
2/6/2020: Accepted application and motioned to set a Public Hearing and send
application to the Summit County Planning Commission
3/5/2020: Open and continue Public Hearing to receive comments from SCPC
4/2/2020: Meeting canceled, comments not available due to SCPC cancellation

Summit County Planning Commission
2/14/2020: Sent text amendment to the Summit County Planning Commission
3/26/2020: Meeting Canceled due to COVID-19
4/30/2020: Planning Commission reviewed and recommended approval of the
proposed text amendment with the following considerations:
1. How do we determine the "area' of the canopy of a stand of trees. Answer: The
contiguous canopies as defined in the code.
2. Do we use GIS to determine that? Answer: applicants have used many data sources to
prepare their tree preservation plans, but tree surveys and GIS are the methods Copley
prefers
3. Comment: Will this affect how developers pay to develop the land. There was no
discussion, just comment.

Copley Township Board of Trustees
May: Trustees to set a public hearing from text amendment
June: Trustees to hold public hearing and motion final determination

Community & Economic Development

REQUEST SUMMARY
PROPOSAL FOR TEXT AMENDMENT
ARTICLE 16
TREE PRESERVATION STANDARDS
The Copley Township Architectural Review Board is proposing
changes to Article 16 of the Zoning Resolution.
Rationale #1: The proposed text amendment is
compatible and in line with the following goals and
initiatives of the updated Comprehensive Land Use Plan.

1. Protect and enhance the environmental integrity of the Township
2. Balance Community Design with Open Space Conservation
3. Balance Commercial/Retail Development within areas where
adequate infrastructure is in place while protecting natural
resources and maintain rural character
4. Enhance the historic, cultural and visual qualities of the Township
5. Keep rural character in the undeveloped areas of the Township
6. Reduce impacts of development on the community in regards to:
impact of government services, schools and the environment

Community & Economic Development

REQUEST SUMMARY
PROPOSAL FOR TEXT AMENDMENT
ARTICLE 16
TREE PRESERVATION STANDARDS
The Copley Township Architectural Review Board is proposing
changes to Article 16 of the Zoning Resolution.
Rationale #2: Current development standards do not
apply equitable development standards across use. The
update will improve standards as follows:
1. Simplify the process (inventory & identification)
2. Create options which yield smart development
3. Create options which promote land preservation
4. Create options which yield sustainable benefits for existing and
future canopy.
5. Support the goal and objective of the Township to ensure that
development is fair and predictable

Community & Economic Development

REQUEST SUMMARY
PROPOSAL FOR TEXT AMENDMENT
ARTICLE 16
TREE PRESERVATION STANDARDS
The Copley Township Architectural Review Board is proposing
changes to Article 16 of the Zoning Resolution.
Rationale #3: Set standards which maintain a tree canopy
which enhances the quality of life for residents and
stakeholders of the Township.
1994 Canopy

54%

Estimated 2019 Canopy

20%

Goal for Copley Township

50%-New Development

In 1994, the ODNR listed Copley Township as having a 54% canopy cover.
EnviroScience, Inc., a company engaged by the Township to
update the
Comprehensive Land Use Plan in 2009, estimated that Copley had a 22% canopy
cover in 2009. Based on additional development occurring in the Township since 2009,
it is estimated that the current canopy is less than 20%.

Community & Economic Development

REQUEST SUMMARY
PROPOSAL FOR TEXT AMENDMENT
ARTICLE 16
TREE PRESERVATION STANDARDS
The Copley Township Architectural Review Board is proposing changes to
Article 16 of the Zoning Resolution.
Rationale #4: Offer development options for tree preservation
and restoration which are based on industry standards and
modeled after existing standards.
Reforestation-Option which currently exists in the Zoning Resolution.
Reforest trees on site.
Variance-Option which currently exists in the Zoning Resolution. Relief
from the standards per the Board of Zoning Appeals.
Fee in Lieu Of: Fair Market Value Approach-Modeled after the Summit
County Planning Commission fee in lieu of for open space requirements.
Fee in Lieu Of: Cost to Restore Approach-Modeled after the Ohio Dept. of
Transportation fee in lieu of for tree removal in the right-of-way

Community & Economic Development

SECTION

CURRENT

PROPOSED

16.02 A-Definitions

“Woodlands”

Trees

Mature Woodlands
Young Woodlands

Woodlands

12” DBH

All reviewed at 6” DBH

16.02

B. Residential Use Standards
C. Non-Residential Use Standards

Combine Residential & Non-Residential
using current Residential Standards for
both

16.03

Reforestation
Variance Relief

Tree Restoration & Relief- ADD: Fee In
Lieu 1. Fair Market Value, 2. Cost to
Restore

16.04 NEW
16.05

Quality Development CharacteristicsPhoto Examples
Permit Required

16.06 NEW

Additional details regarding the
components of the Tree Preservation
Plan-Tree Health Classification, Tree &
Root Protection, Critical Root Zone
Monitoring/Enforcement-Tree Damage,
Replacement Trees, Administrative
Departures

Community & Economic Development

REQUEST SUMMARY
PROPOSAL FOR TEXT AMENDMENT
ARTICLE 16
TREE PRESERVATION STANDARDS

FULL REVIEW OF
PROPOSED TEXT
AMENDEMENT

Community & Economic Development

REQUEST SUMMARY
PROPOSAL FOR TEXT
AMENDMENT
ARTICLE 16
TREE PRESERVATION
STANDARDS
FEE IN LIEU OF CASE STUDY
RESIDENTIAL
METHOD TO DETERMINE FMV NEEDED
Case study uses valuation given to parcel by the Summit
County Fiscal Office on the tax record

Community & Economic Development

•
•
•
•

Residential Parcel: 55 acre fully wooded lot
Fair Market Value: $120,000
$120,000
FMV per acre:
$2181
$830
ReductionPermitted:
Clearing
Permitted:
27.5
27.5acres
acres(50%)
(50%)

•
•
•
•

Clearing Requested:
Reduction
Requested:
4343acres
acres
Land Area Subject to Fee: 15.5 acres
Fee-in-lieu of payment: $12,865 (TREE
FUND) STEP 1: 43-27.5=15.5
Formula:
STEP 2: 15.5*2181=
Fee-in-lieu of payment: $33,805
(TREE FUND)

REQUEST SUMMARY
PROPOSAL FOR TEXT AMENDMENT

ARTICLE 16
TREE PRESERVATION
STANDARDS
FEE IN LIEU OF CASE STUDYCOMMERCIAL-GENERAL
COMMECIAL-GENERAL RETAIL
RETAIL
METHOD TO DETERMINE FMV NEEDED
Case study uses valuation given to parcel by the Summit
County Fiscal Office on the tax record.

Community & Economic Development

•
•
•
•

Commercial Parcel: 55
55acre
acrefully
fullywooded
woodedlot
lot
Fair Market Value: $11,
$11,078,
078,710
710
FMV per acre:
$201,431
$284,069
Reduction Permitted: 27.5
26.5 acres (50%)

•
•
•

Reduction Requested: 43 acres
43 acres
Land Area Subject to Fee: 15.5 acres
Fee-in-lieu of payment: $4,403,069 (TREE
FUND)
Formula:
STEP 1: 43-27.5=15.5
STEP 2: 15.5*201,431=
Fee-in-lieu of payment: $3,122,180
(TREE FUND)

REQUEST SUMMARY
PROPOSAL FOR TEXT
AMENDMENT
ARTICLE 16
TREE PRESERVATION
STANDARDS
FEE IN LIEU OF CASE STUDY
RESIDENTIAL
COST TO RESTORE
SAME VALUE APPLIED TO ALL
LAND TYPES

Fee in-lieu Calculation using Cost to
Restore approach
(1) Retain an arborist qualified in
tree and plant appraisal
(2) Determine the cost to restore
the amount of woodland acres
requested using the Cost method as
defined in the Guide for Plant
Appraisal (10th edition), published
by the International Society of
Arboriculture (2018).
Community & Economic Development

Summit County Planning Commission (SCPC)
Thursday April 30, 2020 - 3:00 p.m. via Teleconference.
The dial-in number is 330-926-2552 (22902#)

Meeting Agenda
A.
B.
C.
D.

Call to Order
Roll Call
Approval of the February 27, 2020 SCPC Minutes
Business Items

Chair Mavrides
Smith
Chair Mavrides
Knittel

New Business
Item #1 - Copley Township – Zoning Text Amendment - Article 16 Tree Preservation - The applicant has
proposed that the Copley Zoning Resolution be amended to be compatible and in line with the goals and
initiatives of the township’s updated Comprehensive Land Use Plan.

E.

Report from Assistant Director

F.

Comments from Public

Chair Mavrides

G.

Comments from Commission Members

Chair Mavrides

H.

Other
1. Legal Update

I.

Adjournment

Tubbs

Nott
Chair Mavrides

County of Summit
Ilene Shapiro, County Executive
Summit County Planning Commission
Thursday, February 27, 2020 - 3:00 p.m.
County of Summit, County Council Chambers
175 South Main Street, 7th Floor, Akron, Ohio
Minutes of February Meeting
Members Present: George Beckham, Becky Corbett, Jerry Feeman, Helen Humphrys,
David Kline, Jason Segedy, Jeff Snell, Dennis Stoiber, Robert Terry, and Jeff Wilhite
Members Absent: Allen Mavrides
Staff: Dennis Tubbs, Stephen Knittel, Dave Nott, and Cazz Smith Jr.
Others: Joe Paradise – SCE, Jim O’Connor – Pulte Homes, Dan Neff – Neff and Associates
Engineer, Rob Kagler – Twinsburg TWP

I.

Call to Order

Dennis Stoiber called the meeting to order on Thursday, February 27, 2020 at 3:00 pm
in the County of Summit Council Chambers, 175 South Main Street, 7th Floor, Akron
Ohio 44308. A roll call was conducted by Cazz Smith the attending members constituted
a quorum.
II.

Approval of the January 23, 2019 Meeting Minutes

SCPC Member
Beckham, George
Corbett, Becky
Feeman, Jerry
Humphrys, Helen
Kline, David
Mavrides, Allen
Segedy, Jason
Snell, Jeff
Stoiber, Dennis
Terry, Robert
Wilhite, Jeff

Present
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Motion
X

Second

X

Yea
X
X
X
X
X

Nay

Abstain

X
X
X
X
X

Motion

George Beckham made a motion to approve the minutes of the January 23, 2019 meeting, and it
was seconded by Robert Terry the motion passed with no abstentions.
1

III.

Business Items
A. New Business – (2) item
New Business

Item # 1 – Retreat at Liberty Lakes – Revised Preliminary Plan – Twinsburg Township – Located
in Twinsburg Township off of Liberty Rd at the county line with Cuyahoga County, just north of the
Willowbrook Subdivision.
a) The applicant is requesting a variance from the subdivision regulations 1105.04(a) Blocks, the
regulations have a 1,500' block length maximum, a 1,714.8’ long block is proposed meaning a 214.8’
variance is needed.
Staff recommends Approval.

SCPC Member
Beckham, George
Corbett, Becky
Feeman, Jerry
Humphrys, Helen
Kline, David
Mavrides, Allen
Segedy, Jason
Snell, Jeff
Stoiber, Dennis
Terry, Robert
Wilhite, Jeff






Present
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Motion

Second

X

X

Yea
X
X
X
X
X

Nay

Abstain

X
X
X
X
X

Jim O’Conner from Pulte Homes stated the reasoning for their request.
Joe Paradise from SCE stated they required the (CLOMR) letter from FEMA before construction
can begin.
No comments from SWCD.
Jim O’Conner from Pulte Homes stated they are only seeking conditional approval and agrees
with the department of SCE.
No comment from the public.

Motion
A motion was made by David Kline to approve Item # 1a – Retreat at Liberty Lakes –
Variance Request for Block Length – Twinsburg Township, it was seconded by Jeff Snell
the motion passed with no abstentions.
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Item # 1b – Retreat at Liberty Lakes – Revised Preliminary Plan – Twinsburg Township
b) The applicant is requesting a variance from the subdivision regulations 1108.07(f) Street Intersections.
The subdivision regulations require a 100' tangent, a 73.6’ tangent is proposed needing a 26.4’ variance.
Staff recommends Approval.

SCPC Action: X
Approval: X
Disapproval:
Action:

SCPC Member
Beckham, George
Corbett, Becky
Feeman, Jerry
Humphrys, Helen
Kline, David
Mavrides, Allen
Segedy, Jason
Snell, Jeff
Stoiber, Dennis
Terry, Robert
Wilhite, Jeff



Present
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Motion

Second

X
X

Yea
X
X
X
X
X

Nay

Abstain

X
X
X
X
X

Jim O’Conner from Pulte Homes stated the reasoning for their request.
No comment from the public.

Motion
A motion was made by Jason Segedy to approve Item # 1b – Retreat at Liberty Lakes – The
Variance for Tangent Length – Twinsburg Township, it was seconded by David Kline the
motion passed with no abstentions.
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Item # 1c – Retreat at Liberty Lakes – Revised Preliminary Plan – Twinsburg Township
c) The proposal is 60 lots on 39.0760 Acres with 23.0544 Acres of Open Space, Sewage serviced by
DSSS and Twin-Keystone Water.

Staff Recommendation: Staff recommends the Summit County Planning Commission
Conditional Approval of the Preliminary Plan.
SCPC Action: X
Conditional Approval: X
Disapproval:
Action:
SCPC Member
Beckham, George
Corbett, Becky
Feeman, Jerry
Humphrys, Helen
Kline, David
Mavrides, Allen
Segedy, Jason
Snell, Jeff
Stoiber, Dennis
Terry, Robert
Wilhite, Jeff







Present
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Motion

Second

X

X

Yea

Nay
X

Abstain

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Jim O’Conner from Pulte Homes stated the reasoning for their request.
Jeff Snell from SCPC asked if lots twenty-two and twenty-three had changed on the plan.
Dan Neff from Neff and associates stated they are confident in obtaining the soil densities needed
to make both lots useable for a building site.
Jeff Snell asked if the system is plugged, would the water divert to the pond by creating a
depression in the road.
Dan Neff from Neff and associates replied yes.
No comment from the public.

Motion
A motion was made by Jeff Wilhite Item # 1c – Retreat at Liberty Lakes – Revised
Preliminary Plan – Twinsburg Township for conditional approval pending on the following
three conditions, the Map Revision from FEMA, improvements of the Liberty Rd intersection,
and the one hundred year flood overland flow study. Also, a ten-year waterproofing warranty is
required for lots twenty-two and twenty-three, and the (CLOMR) letter from FEMA. The
County Engineer, SCE has the final sign off of the (CLOMR) letter before construction can
4

proceed, it was seconded by Helen Humphrys the motion passed with one abstention from
George Beckham.
Item #2 – Richfield Township – Zoning Text Amendment - Richfield Township Zoning
Commission is proposing an amendment of Article IV, Section 420-2 Use Regulations for the
LI-O Light Industrial-Office District to remove the text about special conditions for warehouse
uses and distribution center uses.
Staff Recommendation: Staff recommends to the Summit County Planning Commission the
proposed text amendment be Approved.
SCPC Action: X
Approval: X
Disapproval:
Action:
SCPC Member
Beckham, George
Corbett, Becky
Feeman, Jerry
Humphrys, Helen
Kline, David
Mavrides, Allen
Segedy, Jason
Snell, Jeff
Stoiber, Dennis
Terry, Robert
Wilhite, Jeff









Present
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Motion

Second
X

X

Yea
X
X
X
X
X

Nay

Abstain

X
X
X
X
X

Laurie Penny from Richfield Township zoning explains her recommendation.
David Kline from the SCPC asked if the opposed letter submitted appeared before the BZA.
Laurie Penny from Richfield Township explained the timing of the letter is off, but Richfield
Township was aware of the issue.
Jason Segedy from the SCPC asked the original intent of limiting the floor space and would
reducing the floor space reduce the traffic noise.
Laurie Penny from Richfield Township stated they wanted to optimize the income that could be
available, but are eager to try another approach.
Jeff Snell from the SCPC stated he is comfortable with the change and the resolution presented,
despite Mr. Caruso’s letter.
Laurie Penny from Richfield Township stated the township has regulations for noise ordinances
in this district, and the ambient noise without any development exceeds their minimum
regulations.
Joe Paradise SCE listed housekeeping items regarding this item.

5

Motion
A request was made by Jason Segedy to approve Item #2 – Richfield Township – Zoning Text
Amendment, it was seconded by Becky Corbett the motion passed with no abstentions.
IV.

Report from Assistant Director

V.

Comments from Public

VI.

Comments from Planning Commission Members

VII.

Other

VIII. Next Meeting
The next Summit County Planning Commission meeting will be held on Thursday,
March 26, 2020.
IX.

Adjournment
Being no further business to come before the Planning Commission, David Kline
made a motion to adjourn, and it was seconded by Helen Humphrys. The motion
passed unanimously. The meeting adjourned at 3:51 pm.
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Planning Commission

Zoning Text Amendment
Article 16 Tree Preservation
Copley Township

Item No.:
Meeting:
Applicant:
Proposal:
Processor:

1
April 30, 2020
Copley Township Zoning Commission
Article 16 Tree Preservation
Stephen Knittel

Proposal: The applicant has proposed that the Copley Zoning Resolution be amended to be
compatible and in line with the goals and initiatives of the township’s updated Comprehensive
Land Use Plan.
From Copley Zoning:
The Copley Township Architectural Review Board is proposing changes to Article 16 of the
Zoning Resolution.
Rationale #1: The proposed text amendment is compatible and in line with the following
goals and initiatives of the updated Comprehensive Land Use Plan.
1. Protect and enhance the environmental integrity of the Township
2. Balance Community Design with Open Space Conservation
3. Balance Commercial / Retail Development within areas where adequate infrastructure is in
place while protecting natural resources and maintain rural character
4. Enhance the historic, cultural and visual qualities of the Township
5. Keep rural character in the undeveloped areas of the Township
6. Reduce impacts of development on the community in regards to: impact of government
services, schools and the environment
Rationale #2: Current development standards do not apply equitable development
standards across use. The update will improve standards as follows:
1. Simplify the process (inventory & identification)
2. Create options which yield smart development
3. Create options which promote land preservation
4. Create options which yield sustainable benefits for existing and future canopy.
5. Support the goal and objective of the Township to ensure that development is fair and
predictable
Rationale #3: Set standards which maintain a tree canopy which enhances the quality of
life for residents and stakeholders of the Township.
1994 Canopy 54%

Estimated 2019 Canopy 20%
Goal for Copley Township 50%-New Development
In 1994, the ODNR listed Copley Township as having a 54% canopy cover. EnviroScience, Inc.,
a company engaged by the Township to update the Comprehensive Land Use Plan in 2009,
estimated that Copley had a 22% canopy cover in 2009. Based on additional development
occurring in the Township since 2009, it is estimated that the current canopy is less than 20%.
Rationale #4: Offer development options for tree preservation and restoration which are
based on industry standards and modeled after existing standards.
Reforestation-Option which currently exists in the Zoning Resolution. Reforest trees on site.
Variance-Option which currently exists in the Zoning Resolution. Relief from the standards per
the Board of Zoning Appeals.
Fee in Lieu Of: Fair Market Value Approach-Modeled after the Summit County Planning
Commission fee in lieu of for open space requirements.
Fee in Lieu Of: Cost to Restore Approach-Modeled after the Ohio Dept. of Transportation fee in
lieu of for tree removal in the right-of-way

Proposed Text Amendments: Text that is struck through is text proposed for deletion, new
proposed text is underlined.

16.01 PURPOSE.
Copley Township has determined that preserving existing trees is beneficial to the community.
Therefore, in order to protect and further the public health, safety and general welfare and to
promote the coexistence of development and the natural environment, this Article establishes
regulations for tree preservation in connection with the clearing and grading of land in
preparation for development of the property with new structures. More specifically the
purposes of these regulations are to:
A. Encourage responsible development and minimize the negative environmental impacts that
can be associated with development.
B. Encourage the preservation of trees in order to reduce air and water pollution and reduce
noise pollution, reducing the quantity of storm water run-off, protecting natural stream assets;
and protecting, and, where possible, enhancing valuable natural water resources.
C. Ensure that commercial and industrial developments, residential subdivisions, Conservation
Developments (CDs), Mixed Use Compact Developments (MUCDs), Planned Developments
(PDDs) and Planned Residential Developments (PRDs) are carefully planned, designed and
constructed to maintain and preserve the existing trees on the site, while exempting residential
lots with an area less than ten (10) acres and occupied by a single-family or other residential
dwelling.
D. Ensure that development integrates the natural features of the site into the development to
minimize destruction of trees so as to conserve to the extent practicable all natural features

that contribute to the overall well-being and ecological balances necessary to preserve a
healthy community.
E. Improve property values by ensuring that mature trees are conserved, which studies show
increase the value of real estate.
16.02 REGULATIONS FOR TREE PRESERVATION.
Existing woodlands trees shall be maintained and preserved on the site according to the
following regulations:
A. Definitions. The following terms are defined for the purposes of these regulations:
1. Diameter at breast height (DBH). The diameter of the trunk of a tree measured at a
height of four and one-half (4.5) feet above the natural grade. If the tree splits into
multiple trunks below four and one-half (4.5) feet, the trunk shall be measured at its
most narrow point beneath the split.
2. Mature Woodlands. A stand of trees in which there are ten (10) or more trees that
have a DBH of at least twelve (12) inches whose combined canopies cover at least fifty
percent (50%) of the area encompassed by the stand of trees.
3. Stand of Trees. A grouping of two or more trees with contiguous canopies.
4. Young Woodlands. A stand of trees in which there are ten (10) or more individual
trees having a DBH of at least six (6) inches whose combined canopies cover at least
fifty percent (50%) of the area encompassed by the stand.
5. Critical Root Zone. The area inscribed by an imaginary line on the ground beneath a
tree having its center point at the center of the trunk of the tree and approximately one
foot in radius for every diameter inch of trunk.
B. Residential Uses: In a residential subdivision, Conservation Development, Mixed Use
Compact Development (MUCD), or Planned Residential Development (PRD), trees shall be
maintained and preserved according to the following Residential and Non-Residential Uses: In
a residential subdivision, Conservation Development, Mixed Use Compact Development
(MUCD), or Planned Residential Development (PRD), or on parcels devoted to non-residential
uses, trees shall be retained and preserved according to the following:
1. A minimum of fifty percent (50%) of mature woodlands shall be preserved.
2. A minimum of twenty-five percent (25%) of any young woodland shall be preserved.
3. Any tree that is not classified as part of a mature woodland or young woodland shall
be maintained and preserved, to the extent practicable, when the tree meets the
following criteria:
a. The DBH of the tree is eight (8) six (6) inches or more.

b. The tree is not located within the area to be occupied by a permanent
structure together with fifteen (15) feet on all sides, subject to approval of the
location of the structure.
c. The tree is not located within the area to be occupied by driveways, accessory
buildings, sidewalks, utility installations and similar necessary development
subject to approval of the location of said improvements.
4. In order to implement the standards set forth in Subsection 16.02B.1. through B.3.
above in the best manner possible, the applicant may seek a variance from the Board of
Zoning Appeals to reduce the lot requirements or setback requirements set forth herein,
in order to permit more of the proposed site to be preserved. In reviewing such a
variance request, the Board of Zoning Appeals shall determine that:
a. The total number of lots do not exceed the number of lots that could be
developed if the tree preservation regulations were not imposed;
b. The design of the subdivision, Conservation Development, Mixed Use Compact
Development (MUCD), or Planned Residential Development (PRD) substantially
complies with the purposes, intent and basic objectives of the zoning district in
which it is located;
c. The proposal results in a development of equivalent or greater quality than
that which could be achieved through strict application of such standards and
requirements; and
d. The proposed development shall have no adverse impact upon the
surrounding properties or upon the health, safety or general welfare of the
community.
C. Nonresidential Uses: On parcels devoted to nonresidential uses, trees shall be retained and
preserved according to the following:
1. Trees that are located within the proposed development area of the site may be
removed upon the Zoning Inspector’s approval of the location of such structures and
improvements. For the purposes of this section, the development area of the site shall
include the area to be occupied by permanent structures, access roads, parking areas,
sidewalks, utility installations, and similar necessary improvements, and an additional
fifteen (15) feet on all sides of the proposed area to be occupied by such improvements.
2. On all other portions of the site:
a. A minimum of fifty percent (50%) of the mature woodlands shall be
preserved.

b. A minimum of twenty-five percent (25%) of any young woodland shall be
preserved.
c. Individual trees that are not within a mature or young woodland but which
have a DBH of eight (8) inches or greater shall be preserved to the extent
practicable, as determined by the Zoning Inspector.
D. Reforestation. Upon the approval of the Architectural Review Board, a property owner or
developer may clear more area than permitted in Subsections B and C above by agreeing to
reforest another part of the site at a ratio of 1.2 times the area or the diameter of the trees
otherwise required to be preserved. Such approval shall be granted only when it has been
determined that alternative measures to preserve these trees are not feasible.

16.03 TREE RESTORATION AND RELIEF
As an alternative to implement the standard set forth in Subsection 16.02 B and only with
the recommendation and/or approval of the Architectural Review Board and/or Board of
Zoning Appeals, the developer may engage in Tree Restoration by using one of or a
combination of the options indicated below should:
A useable parcel of land does not exist or for some other reason, tree preservation is
inappropriate or infeasible; or
The Architectural Review Board recommends the payment of a fee-in lieu of tree
preservation or the granting of a variance for relief of tree preservation standards.
Copley Township reserves the right to engage with a Certified Arborist, at the applicant’s
expense, to verify the proposed Tree Restoration Plan as presented by the applicant.
A. Fee-in-Lieu of Tree Preservation
1. Fair Market Value Calculation
a. Identify the total number of woodland acres present on site.
b. Identify the total number of woodland acres reduction permitted.
c. Identify the total number of woodland acres reduction requested.
d. Apply the Fair Market Acreage Value as determined by the Summit County
Fiscal Property Tax Records Assessed Land Value Acreage Value to the total
number of woodland acres reduction requested above the total number of
woodland acres reduction permitted. To determine the Fair Market Acreage
Value, take the total Assessed Land Value and divide by the total number of
acres.
e. The determined fee will be deposited into the Copley Township Tree Fund.
2. Cost to Restore Calculation
a. Retain a Certified Arborist qualified in tree and plant appraisal.
b. Identify the total number of woodland acres present on site.

c. Identify the total number of woodland acres reduction permitted.
d. Identify the total number of woodland acres reduction requested.
e. Determine the cost to restore the amount of woodland acres reduction
requested by using the Cost Approach as defined in the most recent version
of the Guide for Plant Appraisal published by the International Society of
Arboriculture.
f. The determined fee will be deposited into the Copley Township Tree Fund.
B. Reforestation
The applicant agrees to reforest another part of the site at a ratio of 1.2 times the area or
the diameter of the trees otherwise required to be preserved. All replacement trees shall be
of a like kind species which is indigenous to the region. Replacements shall be made within
one year of the date of the removal of any trees for which such replacement is required.
The Reforestation Plan must be submitted and managed by a Certified Arborist.
C. Variance Relief
The applicant may seek a variance from the Board of Zoning Appeals, with recommendation
of the Architectural Review Board, to reduce the lot requirements or setback requirements
set forth herein, in order to permit more of the proposed site to be preserved. In reviewing
such a variance request, the Board of Zoning Appeals shall determine that:
1. The total number of lots do not exceed the number of lots that could be developed if
the tree preservation regulations were not imposed;
2. The design of the subdivision, Conservation Development, Mixed Use Compact
Development (MUCD), or Planned Residential Development (PRD) substantially
complies with the purposes, intent and basic objectives of the zoning district in
which it is located;
3. The proposal results in a development of equivalent or greater quality than that
which could be achieved through strict application of such standards and
requirements; and
4. The proposed development shall have no adverse impact upon the surrounding
properties or upon the health, safety or general welfare of the community.
16.04 QUALITY DEVELOPMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Common characteristics of quality development include the preservation of uninterrupted
natural areas which protect mature woodlands and blends new development with existing
natural features. New construction improvements are designed with the natural landscape
in mind. Quality development is a model supported by the community and Comprehensive

Land Use Plan. Quality development seeks to enhance the aesthetics and experience of a
site by implementing design characteristics which foster and attract investment.

RESIDENTIAL MODELS

COMMERCIAL AND MIXED USE MODELS

INDUSTRIAL MODEL

16.035 PERMIT REQUIRED.
Any tree removal, other than permissible removal of damaged or diseased trees shall be
permitted only when an application for a tree removal permit is approved by the Zoning
Inspector in accordance with Article 13 of this Resolution and the following procedures.
A. The property owner shall file a tree removal/preservation plan with the Architectural
Review Board that clearly indicates the following: The property owner shall file a Tree
Preservation Plan, which has been approved by a Certified Arborist, with the Architectural
Review Board illustrating tree protection and root protection zones, methods and details for
protecting existing vegetation during construction and clearly indicates the following:
1. The location, common species name, health and size of the following individual trees
and groups of trees:
a. The limits of any mature woodlands and young woodlands, as defined in Sec.
16.02A 16.01.
b. Trees that have a DBH of eight (8) six (6) inches or greater, and which are not
otherwise included within the limits of a mature woodlands or young
woodlands.
c. Show the existing and proposed topography in drawings scaled at 1:12.
c.
All existing trees and woodlands identified in Subsection a. above that
are to remain on the site after construction.

d.
All existing trees and woodlands identified in Subsection a. above that
are to be removed from the proposed site.
e.
The location, species name and size of all new trees to be planted on the
proposed site.
f.

Classification of the tree condition (Good, Fair, Poor, Dead)

2. All existing trees and woodlands identified in Subsection a. above that are to remain
on the site after construction.
3. All existing trees and woodlands identified in Subsection a. above that are to be
removed from the proposed site.
4. The location, common name and size of all new trees to be planted on the proposed
site.
2.
The plan shall minimize the loss of soil and roots that will compromise the
health and structural stability of trees. Compaction, soil structure damage and water
diversion shall be avoided. Roots and infrastructure conflicts shall be minimized.
3.
Tree and Root Protection Methods. The Plan shall illustrate tree protection and
root protection zones, methods, and details for protecting existing vegetation during
construction shall be required as part of any site modifications..
a.
Tree Protection Zone (TPZ). Each group of trees to be retained shall have
a TPZ around the drip line of the tree(s), the area which may vary depending on
species, factors, age and health of the plant, soil conditions, and proposed
construction. The TPZ shall be established prior to any excavating, grading,
trenching or boring, or demolition work, and remain in place until the
completion of grading, landscaping, irrigation, or other work that may impact
the tree or Critical Root Zone.
b.
Critical Root Zone (CRZ). The Critical Root Zone shall include any tree
roots present on the property to be disturbed, including roots from adjacent
properties. No more than 33% of a single tree’s CRZ shall be disturbed with the
Tree Protection Zone. If more than 33% of a single tree’s CRZ is disturbed the
tree will not be counted towards meeting minimum tree preservation standards.
c.
Barriers. Tree protection fencing, notes and details shall be shown on the
required Tree Preservation Plan. The zone may be accomplished by physical
barriers or soil protection layers or treatments. Barriers shall be erected before
demolition, grading or construction begins and remain in place until final
inspection. The fencing or other protective barrier must be located a distance
from the trunk that equals, at a minimum, the distance of the critical root zone or
5 feet, whichever is greater. The fencing or other physical barrier must remain in

place and be secure in an upright position during the entire construction period
to prevent impingement of construction vehicles, materials, spoils, and
equipment into or upon the tree preservation area.
d.
4.

Tree protection signs must be locate along the fencing.

Show the existing and proposed topography with contours no greater than 2’.

5.
A post construction tree inventory survey must be submitted at the conclusion
of the project to ensure the goals of the plan have been met.
B. Appropriate professional consultants may be retained by the Township to review the tree
removal plan and provide expert advice to the Architectural Review Board. The applicant shall
pay the cost of review by the consultant.
C. Immediately upon completion of its review of the tree removal plan, the Architectural
Review Board shall inform the Zoning Inspector whether it recommends approval or
disapproval of the plan.
D. A tree removal permit may be issued simultaneously with a site plan, when required,
pursuant to Article 13.
16.06 MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT
A. Tree Damage. The Zoning Inspector shall require any damage to preserved trees during
construction to be mitigated, which may include limb pruning, root pruning, wound cleaning,
watering, fertilizing, and any other industry accepted methods as determined by the Township.
Any damage that is determined to be lethal and not correctable through mitigation shall cause
the tree to be removed and replaced. Removal of more than 25% of the leaf surface of a tree
within an annual growing period shall be considered tree removal and necessitate
replacement.
B. Replacement Trees. Should any tree designated for preservation and included as part of a
minimum required landscaping under this Resolution fail to thrive as a result of preconstruction, construction or post-construction activities, the owner shall:
1.
Calculate the caliper of the lost tree. The tree shall be replaced on an inch by inch
basis.
2.
Develop a replacement plan for an equivalent caliper of new trees to be planted.
Replacement trees shall be planted within the Tree Protection Zone or where soils have
not been compacted by development activities.
3.
Plant replacement trees of similar species which, at maturity, will obtain the
same height, spread and growth characteristics of the lost tree.
4.
At the time of planting, any replacement trees shall be a minimum of 2 ½ inches
caliper.

C. Administrative Departures. The following Administrative Departures may be considered
following consultation with the Architectural Review Board as appropriate.
1.
Tree removal may be permitted where at least one of the following conditions
exist.
a.

The Township has determined the tree to be unhealthy; or

b.
A nuisances or threat to an existing structure, underground utility or to
public health, safety or welfare exists; or
c.
Removal is required by the Township or authorized agent within the
public right-of-way.
2.
In areas where large tree groupings (more than 10,000 square feet of contiguous
tree canopy) exist, thinning is possible so long as the overall canopy percentage for the
groupings is not reduced.
3.
A change in tree species or reduction in size, not to exceed ½ inch per tree may
be permitted where new trees will provide a greater tree canopy benefit than the lost
tree.
16.07 EXEMPTIONS.
The following are exempt from the regulations of this Article.
A. Trees, woodlands or portions thereof which do not comply with the definitions in Sec.
16.02A.
B. The removal of dead trees and diseased or damaged trees that threaten life or property or
that cannot be revived.
C. The removal of trees in time of emergency or which pose potential danger to life or property.
D. Any lot in a Residential District with an area less than 10 acres and occupied by a singlefamily dwelling.
16.08 CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
A. Protective fencing. The applicant shall be responsible for the construction, erection, and
maintenance of temporary fencing or other physical barrier around the tree preservation areas
so that all protected trees shall be preserved. The fencing or other protective barrier must be
located a distance from the trunk that equals, at a minimum, the distance of the critical root
zone or 5 feet whichever is greater. The fencing or other physical barrier must remain in place
and be secured in an upright position during the entire construction period to prevent
impingement of construction vehicles, materials, spoils, and equipment into or upon the tree
preservation area. Tree protection signs must be located along the fencing.

B. Tree preservation plan. The approved tree preservation plan shall be available on the
building site before work commences and at all times during construction of the project. The
applicant shall be responsible for notifying all contractors and utilities involved and sending
them a copy of the tree preservation plan.
C. Construction measures. During all phases of construction, all steps necessary to prevent the
destruction or damage to protected trees shall be taken, including but not limited to the
following:
1. No construction activity, movement and/or placement of equipment, vehicles, or
materials or spoils storage shall be permitted within the tree preservation area. No
excess soil, additional fill, liquids, or construction debris shall be placed within the
critical root zone of any tree that is to be preserved.
2. All required protective fencing or other physical barrier must be in place around the
tree preservation area prior to the beginning of construction, including site clearing.
The fencing or other protective barrier must be located a distance from the trunk that
equals, at a minimum, the distance of the critical root zone or 5 feet, whichever is
greater. The fencing or other physical barrier must remain in place and be secured in an
upright position during the entire construction period to prevent impingement of
construction vehicles, materials, spoils, and equipment into or upon the tree
preservation area.
3. No attachments, including but not limited to ropes, nails, advertising posters, signs,
fences or wires (other than those previously approved for bracing, guying or wrapping)
shall be attached to any trees.
4. No gaseous liquids or solid substances which are harmful to trees shall be permitted
within the tree preservation area.
5. No fire or heat shall be permitted within the tree preservation area.
6. All utilities, including service lines, shall be installed in accordance with the tree
preservation plan.

Summary of Changes
Section
Section 16.02 A – Definitions:

16.02

Current
“Woodlands”
Mature Woodlands
Young Woodlands
12” DBH
B. Residential Use Standards

Proposed
Trees
Woodlands
All reviewed at 6” DBH
Combine Residential and
Non-Residential using current

16.03

C. Non-Residential Use
Standards
Reforestation
Variance Relief

16.04 New

16.05

16.06 New

Permit Required

Residential Standards for
both
Tree Restoration and Relief –
Add: Fee In Lieu 1. Fair
Market Value, 2. Cost to
Restore
Quality Development
Characteristics – Photo
examples
Additional Details regarding
the components of the Tree
Preservation Plan – Tree
Health Classification, Tree
and Root Protection, Critical
Rood Zone
Monitoring / Enforcement –
Tree Damage, Replacement
Trees, Administrative
Departures

Staff Comments:
 Section 16.02 B 2 states: “Any tree that is not classified as part of a mature woodland or
young woodland shall be maintained and preserved, to the extent practicable, when the
tree meets the following criteria” there are no longer definitions for “mature” or “young”
woodlands within the section. This language should be updated to match the proposed
new definition of “woodland”
 “Mature trees” or “Mature woodlands” get mentioned in the proposed amended texts
(16.01 E & 16.04) the definition of mature woodland is proposed to be removed the
language in these sections should be reviewed and changed if needed.
 Section 16.05 A 1 a. states “The limits of any woodlands, as defined in Sec. 16.01.”
Definitions are listed in Section 16.02 A.
 Several sections got renumbered in this proposal if those sections are referred to
elsewhere in the Zoning Resolution those sections would also need to be updated to
refer to the corrected proposed sections.
Recommendation: Staff recommends to the Summit County Planning Commission that the
proposed text amendments be APPROVED.

REQUEST SUMMARY
PROPOSAL FOR TEXT AMENDMENT
ARTICLE 16
TREE PRESERVATION STANDARDS
The Copley Township Architectural Review Board is proposing
changes to Article 16 of the Zoning Resolution.
Rationale #1: The proposed text amendment is
compatible and in line with the following goals and
initiatives of the updated Comprehensive Land Use Plan.

1. Protect and enhance the environmental integrity of the Township
2. Balance Community Design with Open Space Conservation
3. Balance Commercial/Retail Development within areas where
adequate infrastructure is in place while protecting natural
resources and maintain rural character
4. Enhance the historic, cultural and visual qualities of the Township
5. Keep rural character in the undeveloped areas of the Township
6. Reduce impacts of development on the community in regards to:
impact of government services, schools and the environment

Community & Economic Development

REQUEST SUMMARY
PROPOSAL FOR TEXT AMENDMENT
ARTICLE 16
TREE PRESERVATION STANDARDS
The Copley Township Architectural Review Board is proposing
changes to Article 16 of the Zoning Resolution.
Rationale #2: Current development standards do not
apply equitable development standards across use. The
update will improve standards as follows:
1. Simplify the process (inventory & identification)
2. Create options which yield smart development
3. Create options which promote land preservation
4. Create options which yield sustainable benefits for existing and
future canopy.
5. Support the goal and objective of the Township to ensure that
development is fair and predictable

Community & Economic Development

REQUEST SUMMARY
PROPOSAL FOR TEXT AMENDMENT
ARTICLE 16
TREE PRESERVATION STANDARDS
The Copley Township Architectural Review Board is proposing
changes to Article 16 of the Zoning Resolution.
Rationale #3: Set standards which maintain a tree canopy
which enhances the quality of life for residents and
stakeholders of the Township.
1994 Canopy

54%

Estimated 2019 Canopy

20%

Goal for Copley Township

50%-New Development

In 1994, the ODNR listed Copley Township as having a 54% canopy cover.
EnviroScience, Inc., a company engaged by the Township to
update the
Comprehensive Land Use Plan in 2009, estimated that Copley had a 22% canopy
cover in 2009. Based on additional development occurring in the Township since 2009,
it is estimated that the current canopy is less than 20%.

Community & Economic Development

REQUEST SUMMARY
PROPOSAL FOR TEXT AMENDMENT
ARTICLE 16
TREE PRESERVATION STANDARDS
The Copley Township Architectural Review Board is proposing changes to
Article 16 of the Zoning Resolution.
Rationale #4: Offer development options for tree preservation
and restoration which are based on industry standards and
modeled after existing standards.
Reforestation-Option which currently exists in the Zoning Resolution.
Reforest trees on site.
Variance-Option which currently exists in the Zoning Resolution. Relief
from the standards per the Board of Zoning Appeals.
Fee in Lieu Of: Fair Market Value Approach-Modeled after the Summit
County Planning Commission fee in lieu of for open space requirements.
Fee in Lieu Of: Cost to Restore Approach-Modeled after the Ohio Dept. of
Transportation fee in lieu of for tree removal in the right-of-way

Community & Economic Development

SECTION

CURRENT

PROPOSED

16.02 A-Definitions

“Woodlands”

Trees

Mature Woodlands
Young Woodlands

Woodlands

12” DBH

All reviewed at 6” DBH

16.02

B. Residential Use Standards
C. Non-Residential Use Standards

Combine Residential & Non-Residential
using current Residential Standards for
both

16.03

Reforestation
Variance Relief

Tree Restoration & Relief- ADD: Fee In
Lieu 1. Fair Market Value, 2. Cost to
Restore

16.04 NEW
16.05

Quality Development CharacteristicsPhoto Examples
Permit Required

16.06 NEW

Additional details regarding the
components of the Tree Preservation
Plan-Tree Health Classification, Tree &
Root Protection, Critical Root Zone
Monitoring/Enforcement-Tree Damage,
Replacement Trees, Administrative
Departures

Community & Economic Development

ARTICLE 16 Tree Preservation
16.01 PURPOSE.
Copley Township has determined that preserving existing trees is beneficial to the
community. Therefore, in order to protect and further the public health, safety and
general welfare and to promote the coexistence of development and the natural
environment, this Article establishes regulations for tree preservation in connection
with the clearing and grading of land in preparation for development of the property
with new structures. More specifically the purposes of these regulations are to:
A.

Encourage responsible development and minimize the
environmental impacts that can be associated with development.

negative

B.

Encourage the preservation of trees in order to reduce air and water pollution
and reduce noise pollution, reducing the quantity of storm water run-off,
protecting natural stream assets; and protecting, and, where possible,
enhancing valuable natural water resources.

C.

Ensure that commercial and industrial developments, residential
subdivisions, Conservation Developments (CDs), Mixed Use Compact
Developments (MUCDs), Planned Developments (PDDs) and Planned
Residential Developments (PRDs) are carefully planned, designed and
constructed to maintain and preserve the existing trees on the site, while
exempting residential lots with an area less than ten (10) acres and occupied
by a single-family or other residential dwelling.

D.

Ensure that development integrates the natural features of the site into the
development to minimize destruction of trees so as to conserve to the extent
practicable all natural features that contribute to the overall well-being and
ecological balances necessary to preserve a healthy community.

E.

Improve property values by ensuring that mature trees are conserved, which
studies show increase the value of real estate.

16.02 REGULATIONS FOR TREE PRESERVATION.
Existing trees woodlands shall be maintained and preserved on the site according to
the following regulations:
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A.

Definitions. The following terms are defined for the purposes of these
regulations:
1. Diameter at breast height (DBH). The diameter of the trunk of a tree
measured at a height of four and one-half (4.5) feet above the natural
grade. If the tree splits into multiple trunks below four and one-half (4.5)
feet, the trunk shall be measured at its most narrow point beneath the split.
2. Mature Woodlands. A stand of trees in which there are ten (10) or more
trees that have a DBH of at least twelve (12) inches whose combined
canopies cover at least fifty percent (50%) of the area encompassed by the
stand of trees.
3.2. Stand of Trees. A grouping of two or more trees with contiguous canopies.
4.3. Young Woodlands. A stand of trees in which there are ten (10) or more
individual trees having a DBH of at least six (6) inches whose combined
canopies cover at least fifty percent (50%) of the area encompassed by the
stand.
5.4. Critical Root Zone. The area inscribed by an imaginary line on the ground
beneath a tree having its center point at the center of the trunk of the tree
and approximately one foot in radius for every diameter inch of trunk.

B.

Residential and Non-Residential Uses: In a residential subdivision,
Conservation Development, Mixed Use Compact Development (MUCD), or
Planned Residential Development (PRD), or on parcels devoted to nonresidential uses, trees shall be retained maintained and preserved according
to the following:
1. A minimum of fifty percent (50%) of mature woodlands shall be preserved.
2. A minimum of twenty-five percent (25%) of any young woodland shall be
preserved.
3.2. Any tree that is not classified as part of a mature woodland or young
woodland shall be maintained and preserved, to the extent practicable,
when the tree meets the following criteria:
a. The DBH of the tree is six (6) eight (8) inches or more.
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b. The tree is not located within the area to be occupied by a permanent
structure together with fifteen (15) feet on all sides, subject to approval
of the location of the structure.
c. The tree is not located within the area to be occupied by driveways,
accessory buildings, sidewalks, utility installations and similar
necessary development subject to approval of the location of said
improvements.
4. In order to implement the standards set forth in Subsection 16.02B.1.
through B.3. above in the best manner possible, the applicant may seek a
variance from the Board of Zoning Appeals to reduce the lot requirements
or setback requirements set forth herein, in order to permit more of the
proposed site to be preserved. In reviewing such a variance request, the
Board of Zoning Appeals shall determine that:
The total number of lots do not exceed the number of lots that could be
developed if the tree preservation regulations were not imposed;
a. The design of the subdivision, Conservation Development, Mixed Use
Compact Development (MUCD), or Planned Residential Development
(PRD) substantially complies with the purposes, intent and basic
objectives of the zoning district in which it is located;
a. The proposal results in a development of equivalent or greater quality
than that which could be achieved through strict application of such
standards and requirements; and
a. The proposed development shall have no adverse impact upon the
surrounding properties or upon the health, safety or general welfare of
the community.
B.

Nonresidential Uses: On parcels devoted to nonresidential uses, trees shall be
retained and preserved according to the following:
4. Trees that are located within the proposed development area of the site
may be removed upon the Zoning Inspector’s approval of the location of
such structures and improvements. For the purposes of this section, the
development area of the site shall include the area to be occupied by
permanent structures, access roads, parking areas, sidewalks, utility
installations, and similar necessary improvements, and an additional
fifteen (15) feet on all sides of the proposed area to be occupied by such
improvements.
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4. On all other portions of the site:
a. A minimum of fifty percent (50%) of the mature woodlands shall be
preserved.
a. A minimum of twenty-five percent (25%) of any young woodland shall
be preserved.
a. Individual trees that are not within a mature or young woodland but
which have a DBH of eight (8) inches or greater shall be preserved to
the extent practicable, as determined by the Zoning Inspector.
B.

Reforestation. Upon the approval of the Architectural Review Board, a
property owner or developer may clear more area than permitted in
Subsections B and C above by agreeing to reforest another part of the site at a
ratio of 1.2 times the area or the diameter of the trees otherwise required to
be preserved. Such approval shall be granted only when it has been
determined that alternative measures to preserve these trees are not feasible.

16.03 TREE RESTORATION AND RELIEF
As an alternative to implement the standard set forth in Subsection 16.02 B and only
with the recommendation and/or approval of the Architectural Review Board and/or
Board of Zoning Appeals, the developer may engage in Tree Restoration by using one
of or a combination of the options indicated below should:
A useable parcel of land does not exist or for some other reason, tree preservation is
inappropriate or infeasible; or
The Architectural Review Board recommends the payment of a fee-in lieu of tree
preservation or the granting of a variance for relief of tree preservation standards.
Copley Township reserves the right to engage with a Certified Arborist, at the
applicant’s expense, to verify the proposed Tree Restoration Plan as presented by the
applicant.
A. Fee-in-Lieu of Tree Preservation
1. Fair Market Value Calculation
a. Identify the total number of woodland acres present on site.
b. Identify the total number of woodland acres reduction permitted.
c. Identify the total number of woodland acres reduction requested.
d. Apply the Fair Market Acreage Value as determined by the Summit
County Fiscal Property Tax Records Assessed Land Value Acreage Value
to the total number of woodland acres reduction requested above the
total number of woodland acres reduction permitted. To determine the
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Fair Market Acreage Value, take the total Assessed Land Value and
divide by the total number of acres.
e. The determined fee will be deposited into the Copley Township Tree
Fund.
2. Cost to Restore Calculation
a. Retain a Certified Arborist qualified in tree and plant appraisal.
b. Identify the total number of woodland acres present on site.
c. Identify the total number of woodland acres reduction permitted.
d. Identify the total number of woodland acres reduction requested.
e. Determine the cost to restore the amount of woodland acres reduction
requested by using the Cost Approach as defined in the most recent
version of the Guide for Plant Appraisal published by the International
Society of Arboriculture.
f. The determined fee will be deposited into the Copley Township Tree
Fund.
B. Reforestation
The applicant agrees to reforest another part of the site at a ratio of 1.2 times the area
or the diameter of the trees otherwise required to be preserved. All replacement trees
shall be of a like kind species which is indigenous to the region. Replacements shall be
made within one year of the date of the removal of any trees for which such replacement
is required. The Reforestation Plan must be submitted and managed by a Certified
Arborist.
C. Variance Relief
The applicant may seek a variance from the Board of Zoning Appeals, with
recommendation of the Architectural Review Board, to reduce the lot requirements or
setback requirements set forth herein, in order to permit more of the proposed site to
be preserved. In reviewing such a variance request, the Board of Zoning Appeals shall
determine that:
1. The total number of lots do not exceed the number of lots that could be
developed if the tree preservation regulations were not imposed;
2. The design of the subdivision, Conservation Development, Mixed Use Compact
Development (MUCD), or Planned Residential Development (PRD) substantially
complies with the purposes, intent and basic objectives of the zoning district in
which it is located;
3. The proposal results in a development of equivalent or greater quality than that
which could be achieved through strict application of such standards and
requirements; and
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4. The proposed development shall have no adverse impact upon the surrounding
properties or upon the health, safety or general welfare of the community.
16.04 QUALITY DEVELOPMENT CHARACTERISTICS
Common characteristics of quality development include the preservation of
uninterrupted natural areas which protect mature woodlands and blends new
development with existing natural features. New construction improvements are
designed with the natural landscape in mind. Quality development is a model
supported by the community and Comprehensive Land Use Plan. Quality development
seeks to enhance the aesthetics and experience of a site by implementing design
characteristics which foster and attract investment.

RESIDENTIAL MODELS

COMMERCIAL AND MIXED USE MODELS
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INDUSTRIAL MODEL

16.0316.05 PERMIT REQUIRED.
Any tree removal, other than permissible removal of damaged or diseased trees shall
be permitted only when an application for a tree removal permit is approved by the
Zoning Inspector in accordance with Article 13 of this Resolution and the following
procedures.
A.

The property owner shall file a Ttree removal/Ppreservation Pplan, which has
been approved by a Certified Arborist, with the Architectural Review Board
illustrating tree protection and root protection zones, methods and details for
protecting existing vegetation during construction and that clearly indicates
the following:
1. The location, species name, health common name and size of the
following individual trees and groups of trees:
a. The limits of any mature woodlands and young woodlands, as
defined in Sec. 16.0102A.
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b. Trees that have a DBH of six (6) eight (8) inches or greater, and
which are not otherwise included within the limits of a mature
woodlands or young woodlands.
c. All existing trees and woodlands identified in Subsection a. above
that are to remain on the site after construction.
d. All existing trees and woodlands identified in Subsection a. above
that are to be removed from the proposed site.
e. The location, species name and size of all new trees to be planted on
the proposed site.
f. Classification of the tree condition (Good, Fair, Poor, Dead)
c. Show the existing and proposed topography in drawings scaled at
1:12.
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2. The plan shall minimize the loss of soil and roots that will compromise
the health and structural stability of trees. Compaction, soil structure
damage and water diversion shall be avoided. Roots and infrastructure
conflicts shall be minimized.All existing trees and woodlands identified in
Subsection a. above that are to remain on the site after construction.
3. Tree and Root Protection Methods. The Plan shall illustrate tree
protection and root protection zones, methods, and details for protecting
existing vegetation during construction shall be required as part of any
site modifications.All existing trees and woodlands identified in
Subsection a. above that are to be removed from the proposed site.
a. Tree Protection Zone (TPZ). Each group of trees to be retained
shall have a TPZ around the drip line of the tree(s), the area which
may vary depending on species, factors, age and health of the
plant, soil conditions, and proposed construction. The TPZ shall be
established prior to any excavating, grading, trenching or boring,
or demolition work, and remain in place until the completion of
grading, landscaping, irrigation, or other work that may impact the
tree or Critical Root Zone.
b. Critical Root Zone (CRZ). The Critical Root Zone shall include any
tree roots present on the property to be disturbed, including roots
from adjacent properties. No more than 33% of a single tree’s CRZ
shall be disturbed with the Tree Protection Zone. If more than
33% of a single tree’s CRZ is disturbed the tree will not be counted
towards meeting minimum tree preservation standards.
c. Barriers. Tree protection fencing, notes and details shall be shown
on the required Tree Preservation Plan. The zone may be
accomplished by physical barriers or soil protection layers or
treatments. Barriers shall be erected before demolition, grading or
construction begins and remain in place until final inspection. The
fencing or other protective barrier must be located a distance from
the trunk that equals, at a minimum, the distance of the critical
root zone or 5 feet, whichever is greater. The fencing or other
physical barrier must remain in place and be secure in an upright
position during the entire construction period to prevent
impingement of construction vehicles, materials, spoils, and
equipment into or upon the tree preservation area.
3.d. Tree protection signs must be locate along the fencing.
4. Show the existing and proposed topography with contours no greater
than 2’.The location, common name and size of all new trees to be planted
on the proposed site.
4.5. A post construction tree inventory survey must be submitted at the
conclusion of the project to ensure the goals of the plan have been met.
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Appropriate professional consultants may be retained by the Township to
review the tree removal plan and provide expert advice to the Architectural
Review Board. The applicant shall pay the cost of review by the consultant.
C.B.

Immediately upon completion of its review of the tree removal plan, the
Architectural Review Board shall inform the Zoning Inspector whether it
recommends approval or disapproval of the plan.

D.C.

A tree removal permit may be issued simultaneously with a site plan, when
required, pursuant to Article 13.

16.06 MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT
A. Tree Damage. The Zoning Inspector shall require any damage to preserved trees
during construction to be mitigated, which may include limb pruning, root pruning,
wound cleaning, watering, fertilizing, and any other industry accepted methods as
determined by the Township. Any damage that is determined to be lethal and not
correctable through mitigation shall cause the tree to be removed and replaced.
Removal of more than 25% of the leaf surface of a tree within an annual growing
period shall be considered tree removal and necessitate replacement.
B. Replacement Trees. Should any tree designated for preservation and included as
part of a minimum required landscaping under this Resolution fail to thrive as a
result of pre-construction, construction or post-construction activities, the owner
shall:
1. Calculate the caliper of the lost tree. The tree shall be replaced on an inch by
inch basis.
2. Develop a replacement plan for an equivalent caliper of new trees to be
planted. Replacement trees shall be planted within the Tree Protection Zone
or where soils have not been compacted by development activities.
3. Plant replacement trees of similar species which, at maturity, will obtain the
same height, spread and growth characteristics of the lost tree.
4. At the time of planting, any replacement trees shall be a minimum of 2 ½
inches caliper.
C. Administrative Departures. The following Administrative Departures may be
considered following consultation with the Architectural Review Board as appropriate.
1. Tree removal may be permitted where at least one of the following conditions
exist.
a. The Township has determined the tree to be unhealthy; or
b. A nuisances or threat to an existing structure, underground utility or to
public health, safety or welfare exists; or
c. Removal is required by the Township or authorized agent within the
public right-of-way.
2. In areas where large tree groupings (more than 10,000 square feet of
contiguous tree canopy) exist, thinning is possible so long as the overall canopy
Effective Date: November 4, 2012
Amended Date: August 7, 2013
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percentage for the groupings is not reduced.
3. A change in tree species or reduction in size, not to exceed ½ inch per tree may
be permitted where new trees will provide a greater tree canopy benefit than
the lost tree.
16.0416.07 EXEMPTIONS.
The following are exempt from the regulations of this Article.
A.

Trees, woodlands or portions thereof which do not comply with the
definitions in Sec. 16.02A.

B.

The removal of dead trees and diseased or damaged trees that threaten life or
property or that cannot be revived.

C.

The removal of trees in time of emergency or which pose potential danger to
life or property.

D.

Any lot in a Residential District with an area less than 10 acres and occupied
by a single-family dwelling.

16.0516.08 CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
Protective fencing. The applicant shall be responsible for the construction,
erection, and maintenance of temporary fencing or other physical barrier
around the tree preservation areas so that all protected trees shall be
preserved. The fencing or other protective barrier must be located a distance
from the trunk that equals, at a minimum, the distance of the critical root zone
or 5 feet whichever is greater. The fencing or other physical barrier must
remain in place and be secured in an upright position during the entire
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construction period to prevent impingement of construction vehicles,
materials, spoils, and equipment into or upon the tree preservation area. Tree
protection signs must be located along the fencing.
B.A.

Tree preservation plan. The approved tree preservation plan shall be available
on the building site before work commences and at all times during
construction of the project. The applicant shall be responsible for notifying all
contractors and utilities involved and sending them a copy of the tree
preservation plan.

C.B.

Construction measures. During all phases of construction, all steps necessary
to prevent the destruction or damage to protected trees shall be taken,
including but not limited to the following:
1.

No construction activity, movement and/or placement of equipment,
vehicles, or materials or spoils storage shall be permitted within the tree
preservation area. No excess soil, additional fill, liquids, or construction
debris shall be placed within the critical root zone of any tree that is to be
preserved.
2. All required protective fencing or other physical barrier must be in place
around the tree preservation area prior to the beginning of construction,
including site clearing. The fencing or other protective barrier must be
located a distance from the trunk that equals, at a minimum, the distance
of the critical root zone or 5 feet, whichever is greater. The fencing or other
physical barrier must remain in place and be secured in an upright position
during the entire construction period to prevent impingement of
construction vehicles, materials, spoils, and equipment into or upon the
tree preservation area.
3.

No attachments, including but not limited to ropes, nails, advertising
posters, signs, fences or wires (other than those previously approved for
bracing, guying or wrapping) shall be attached to any trees.

4. No gaseous liquids or solid substances which are harmful to trees shall be
permitted within the tree preservation area.
5. No fire or heat shall be permitted within the tree preservation area.
6. All utilities, including service lines, shall be installed in accordance with
the tree preservation plan.
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